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BSU proposes police board 
B) Julie Rollo 
Suft Reporter 
Community control of University 
police is long overdue, according to 
members of the Black Student Union 
(BSU), and after nearly 30 years of 
investigation by many organizations, 
they say they have a solution. 
In an interview with the News 
yesterday, BSU members unveiled this 
solution, which will be discussed by the 
Board of Trustees today. 
The proposal would establish a board 
of representatives to "monitor and 
control the actions of the police 
department," said Kenneth J. 
Chambers,    member   of    the   BSU 
executive council. 
The proposal .which received Input 
from organizations other than BSU, 
suggests that control over the police 
department come from a board com- 
posed of students, faculty and 
administr ation-the "community." 
THE BOARD would have the power 
to release the contracts of police of- 
ficers. 
According to the proposal, upon an 
officer's hiring, his record would begin 
with no quality points. And because 
points are a negative evaluation, an 
officer would begin his term with a 
clean slate. 
Officers would be assigned quality 
Decision on semester 
;
 system due next week 
By Roger Lowe 
Staff Reporter 
Academic Council discussed the 1978- 
1979 academic calendar and approved a 
bachelor of science degree program in 
medical record administration at its 
meeting yesterday in the Alumni Room, 
Union. 
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost for 
student affairs, presented three 
proposals for the 1978-1979 academic 
calendar. 
Calendar proposals A and B are 
based on a continuation of the quarter 
calendar and are similar to the current 
academic calendar. 
They differ in the starting date winter 
quarter and in the dates of final 
examinations for spring quarter. 
PROPOSAL C.an early semester 
calendar, is being presented as an 
option and not as a policy statement by 
the academic calendar committee, 
Eakin said. 
The council considered the 
possibilities of changing to semesters. 
Kenneth W Rothe, University 
provost and chairman of the academic 
council, said the change from quarters 
to semesters would not save much 
money. He said the change would save 
In the amount of personal energy ex- 
pended but not in the amount of regular 
energy. 
An incomplete poll of faculty 
members showed that a bare majority 
of the faculty was in favor of the change 
to semesters, Rothe said. 
KDMBERLY A. YTVILO, coordinator 
of academic affairs for the Student 
Government Association, said most 
students do not understand how a 
change to semesters would affect them 
academically. This should be brought 
out, she said. 
Lynn M. Ward, associate professor of 
legal studies, said the council discusses 
this change every year and that some 
action should be taken one way or the 
other. 
John G. Eriksen, dean cf the College 
of Arts and Sciences, said, "Let's bring 
it to a head and decide the issue." He 
then moved that the Academic Council 
act on the change to semesters at Its 
next meeting. 
Council also passed a proposal for a 
bachelor of science degree program in 
medical record administration. 
The first two years of this program 
are taken in medical records 
technology at Kin-lands Campus, while 
the last two years of the program will 
be taken on main campus with students 
receiving a baccalaureate degree. 
THE FIRST TWO years of the 
program are strictly technical con- 
centrations and the final two are for 
administrative preparation. 
The program will be housed under the 
College of. Heath and Community 
Services and requires the appointment 
of a program director. 
In other business, council discussed a 
formalized statement concerning 
writing skills at the University. 
Rothe said 35 to SO per cent of the 
students at the University have 
problems in expression and 41 per cent 
of the Incoming freshmen admit they 
need increased communications skills. 
Joseph K. Balogh, dean of the College 
of Health and Community Services, 
said the prime responsibility for 
teaching writing skills does not rest 
solely on the English department, but is 
the responsibility of every faculty 
member. 
Various council members also 
commented on the excessive number of 
multiple-choice tests Instead of essay 
tests; the student-faculty ratio; the 
advising program; uniformity in 
strictness In grading essays and 
University support of professors who 
grade essays closely. 
points by the board on the basis of their 
performance throughout the year. 
After attaining a designated number of 
quality points after a one or two year 
period, an officer may have his con- 
tract terminated by the board. 
THIS WILL "make the polite 
department responsible to the people 
they are supposed to be serving," said 
Kenneth Simonson, BSU legal advisor. 
BSU members expressed concern 
that the same problems in the police 
department have been occurring year 
after year, although solutions have 
been offered. 
They added that they believe the 
proposed board will reduce recurring 
complaints of police inadequacy. 
"Either the University has lost 
control of the police department or they 
are willing to allow the police depat- 
ment to continue with their various 
activities as they have been doing for 
the last 28 years," Chambers said. 
He said the department faces many 
problems involving communications 
and community control, personnel, 
legal and interdepartmental dif- 
ficulties. 
He cited the handling of the Paul X 
Moody case as "Just one example" of 
"harrassment" and "injustice." 
The men said that all scientific 
evidence requested by the state proved 
negative including the discovery that 
the hair on the victim did not match 
Moody's. 
"The University Police were under 
pressure from the Administration to 
catch him," Simonson said of the man 
who had attempted the rape. 
"Last year they went out to pick 
someone up. This year they're not 
interested In picking up the rapist," 
Chambers added. 
BSU MEMBERS said they have 
countless documented cases since 1949 
that prove police incompetence. 
They stressed that they consider 
students, faculty and administration, 
both black and white, a "family." 
"We're talking about all people," 
Chambers said. "We're not trying to 
divide people, we're trying to bring 
people together." 
What police did to Moody, they could 
do to a white student, he said. 
Citing another "injustice to 
students," Simonson and Chambers 
told of howthey appeared before the last 
Board of Trustees meeting Feb. 10. 
THE BOARD found out a day before 
the meeting they were coming, 
assumed it was about complaints about 
the police and drew up their own plan In 
15 to 30 minutes, they said. 
They argued that the plan was drawn 
up under pressure because University 
officials had not been working on It 
during the year. They also said that 
forms were made available to register 
complaints against the police with "no 
organization behind it." 
Chambers went on to say that there 
have been no complaints filed because 
the process takes so long and one has to 
go through four persons. The involved 
complaint system is to discourage the 
filing of complaints. "That's what thev 
want you to do-to say, 'well, forget it,'" 
he said, adding that BSU has 
documentation that there are unfiled 
complaints. 
Chambers said the proposal has 
support from many organizations 
throughout six states, Including 
Congressmen, students and parents. 
He added that If the Board of 
Trustees acts negatively on the 
proposal, he will not be discouraged 
because supporters "will come »:> 
address the issue." 
Trustees' agenda includes 
Affirmative Action plan 
The Board of Trustees meets at 10 a.m. today in the Alumni Room, Union to 
consider and vote on several projects, Including the University Affirmative Action 
Plan and grievance procedures for University Police. 
The Affirmative Action Plan is a set of coordinating policies drawn up to comply 
with federal, state and local laws relating to equal educational and employment 
opportunities. It has been prepared by the Office of Equal Opportunity Com- 
pliance. 
The trustees also will consider the police complaint procedure designed by the 
administration to handle grievances against the police. 
The plan described as a "fact-finding mediation process," Includes preliminary 
investigation of a complaint and a sequence of hearing procedures to determine its 
validity 
Also on the agenda is a proposal to add a doctoral degree In career and 
technology education. If this action Is approved, it must be forwarded to the Ohio 
Board of Regents for approval. 
The construction of an animal research facility to be financed by state, federal 
and University funds will be discussed. The proposed facility will cost about 
$550,000 and will replace the rodent research facility originally approved by the 
board. 
There are several other agenda items to considered, including reports of the 
faculty, graduate and undergraduate representatives to the board. 
Vincent Bugliosi 
N«v*(*oto by Cf*g SmMlod 
Helter Skelter-- 
Bugliosi explains AAanson cult 
By Tom Griesser 
Staff Reporter 
The man who brought about the life 
imprisonment of Charles Manson for 
the Tate-LaBianca murders explained 
the cult leader's psychological control 
over his "family of killers" last night to 
about 1,600 persons in the Grand 
Ballroom, Union. 
"The most intriguing question is how 
did he gain this unbelievable control 
over these people," said Bugliosi, who 
is a co-author of the book "Helter 
Skelter: The True Story of the Manson 
Murders." 
"I think the late '60's provided much 
more fertile soil for Charles Manson to 
emerge," Bugliosi said. "Their life- 
style was sex orgies and LSD trips," he 
said of the family members "who came 
from average American homes." 
BUGLIOSI SAID Manson gained 
control over his followers' thoughts 
through U3e of sex, drugs, constant 
preaching and "making the victims 
into symbols of the establishment." 
However Manson's power was not 
strong enough to cause all of the cult to 
take part in the murders, according to 
Bugliosi, prosecuting attorney In the 
Manson case. 
"Not every member of Charles 
Manson's family was willing to kill for 
him," he said. "They would do 
anything for him, bu^some stopped 
short of murder." 
"I'm willing to concede that Manson 
had the 'Inherent' ability to control 
others," Bugliosi said. He noted that 
Adolf Hitler was "his biggest hero," 
adding that "Manson had a similar type 
of power." 
"CERTAINLY LSD had a lot to do 
with bringing these people to the point 
where they could commit these mur- 
ders," he said, citing scientific 
evidence showing that the drug in- 
creases the power of suggestion. 
Bugliosi also said Manson staged 
"sex orgies" among his followers at the 
Spahn Ranch in California, saying, "If 
you control the sex act of another 
human being it is strong circumstantial 
evidence that you control other parts of 
their lives." 
BUGLIOSI ALSO said that Manson 
constantly preached to members of his 
family that they had "been 
programmed by society.'' 
"But he didn't tell them that In the 
course of de-programlzing them he was 
making them Into his slaves," he ad- 
ded. 
Bugliosi said the victims of the Tate 
and LaBianca murders were made into 
"symbols of a sick society" by Manson, 
adding, "Perhaps it's easier to stab a 
symbol than it Is a human being." 
However, Bugliosi contends that the 
psychological make-up of family 
members provided Manson with "the 
raw material to work with." 
"They all seemed to have a deep- 
seated, pre-existing hostility to 
society," he said. "Every member of 
Manson's family had already dropped 
out of society before meeting him." 
BUGLIOSI SAID he had to prove 
Manson had control over the family 
members who were co-defendants In 
the murder trial. The trial lasted nine- 
and-a-half months and resulted Jn the 
conviction on 22 counts of first degree 
murder and four counts of conspiracy 
to commit murder. 
"You don't go out and commit 
murder for someone unless you are 
under their control," he explained. 
Inside the News 
• NEWS...The American public is misinformed about the death 
penalty according to Charles Thomas of the sociology depart- 
ment. Thomas spoke at a luncheon in the Union yesterday and 
Jamie Plerman wrote the story on page 3. 
• FEATURES..Jlm Saywell's column tells of some of the kits 
available to outdoorsmen on page 7. 
• SPORTS...After a seven-year absence, Columbus opens a 
professional baseball season tomorrow. But how long will the 
club last In a town where Woody Hayes and Ohio State football Is 
God? Read Bill Estep's column on page 6. 
LAYING DOWN THE beat far a mkbpring day, William B. 
Honei practices with his itrtmg bats In front of the College of 
NMiajlaatlyMMaeM 
Musical Arti Building. Whether the selection Is Bach or rock, 
the spectator it itfD Intrigued by his musical prowess. 
Weather 
Partly cloudy and cooler 
HlghCSF(UC) 
Low40F(5C| 
!■ per cent chance of rain 
r-TT"?- 
opinion Judgment is founded on truth...' 
donate blood today   guest columnist 
Instead of baking In the sun. why not He on a table in the Grand 
Ballroom and give blood to the Red Cross? 
It's not so bad.  It take* one or two hour* and Is not terribly painful. In 
fact, a sunburn usually feels worse.  They feed you after you've donated 
blood and there's even milk and cookie*. 
And you get a little red pin that tells the world you care. 
It means you care about people-about people who need blood now. 
About a man undergoing open heart surgery In the area. 
Today Is the last day that you can give blood on campus for quite a 
while. And Brion McGlothan, student coordinator of this week's cam- 
paign urges everyone who is able to give blood. 
Response has only been average and more blood Is needed today. 
If you have an aversion to donating blood, you can be a student volun- 
teer, dsslsting nurses at donating stations or you can give sandwiches, 
milk and cookies to those who have donated. 
Donators or volunteers should contact the Red Cross Bloodmoblle 
today as soon as possible to make appointments to give blood or 
volunteer time. 
Although the Red Cross requests all blood types. It has special need for 
O- negative and A-negative types. 
Spend some time with the Red Cross today, It will prove you care. And 
anyone that gives you milk and cookies can't be all that scary. 
out-of-state fees 
Most Ohio students would welcome the chance to look Into attending 
out-of-state universities without having to contend with higher tuition 
costs. 
And if Ohio House BUI 94, presently In the House of Representatives, 
past es. they may have that chance. 
The bill provides for the Ohio Board of Regents to enter into reciprocal 
agreements with adjoining states regarding tuition and student aid. If a 
neighboring state would pass a similar bill, the exchanging of students 
could occur. 
That means an Ohio student could go to Penn State, Indiana University 
or the University of Michigan for nearly the same tuition as Bowling 
Green or any other state university In Ohio. 
Because a greater variety of economically-available universities could 
only help a college student find his most suitable study program, the 
News supports passage of House Bill 94. 
an obstacle course for students 
let's hear from you 
The News, welcomes opinion from Its readers in the form of letters to 
the editor which comment on published columns, editorial policy or any 
other topic of interest. 
All letters should be typewritten and triple spaced. They must be 
sl|Bad ami the author's address and phone number must be included for 
v rificuliun. 
Letters can be sent to: Letters to the Editor, The BG News, 106 
luvcrslty Hall. 
The News reserves the right to reject and letters or portions of letters 
il they are deemed In bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or 
luinic-calling will be published 
Readers wishing to submit guest columns should follow a slmiliar 
prnerdure. 
With the first week of classes already 
behind us, drop-add lines have 
gradually thinned out. Most students 
have finally received full schedules and 
are now content. 
I am not. I was only one of the some 
500 students whose schedules was not 
processed. Therefore, I did not receive 
a schedule. 
In fact, I had to go to the 
Administration Building myself to find 
out If I had one at all. This was the 
second quarter this has happened to 
me. 
ENDLESS DROP-ADD LINES, 
cross-campus treks in search of 
department heads, closed courses and 
uncooperative drop-add personnel have 
contributed to endless aggravation and 
wasted time for many students. 
I'm sure many of you have had 
similar experiences with the present 
registration system: journalism 
majors, fashion merchandising majors, 
and marketing majors are just a few of 
the people hardest hit by the affliction. 
The School of Journalism is of par- 
ticular concern to me. For five con- 
secutive quarters I have fought to get 
into courses that are required in my 
major. Here'show one faculty member 
explained the problem: 
The University's School of Jour- 
nalism is presently trying to become 
accredited by the American Council on 
Education for Journalism. 
Accreditation restricts class sizes to 
a maximum of 15 students. 
MANY MORE than 15 sign up for 
classes. 
The School of Journalism, along with 
many other colleges on campus, can't 
accommodate the number of students 
enrolled now. 
Why. then, should we pay the con- 
sequences and be closed out of our 
coureses? Student pay thousands of 
dollars to attend the University. 
Obviously, additional faculty and 
classrooms should be provided to ac- 
commodate students. Who can initiate 
these changes? 
Cary      Brewer.      director      of 
.Letters 
no racist 
reaction 
in response to the letter in the News 
of April 6. I feel that I must write a 
letter in rebuttal. 
In 'he first place, how anyone can 
defend J tyrannical despot like Amin, 
■mates ma. Agreed, Ian Smith and 
John Vorster, along with their apar- 
theid Kovernments, are not exempt 
from sharp criticism. 
However, this doesn't relieve Amin of 
his guilt one bit. Can the disap- 
pearances and "automobile accidents" 
of those who got in Amin's way be 
justified' 
guest humorists 
Also the claim was made that Idl 
Amin was elected to his high office. I 
would like to know when the next 
election is. 
In the second place the letter labeled 
Smith, Vorster, and Richard Nixon as 
my "brothers." 
I am in no way related to these men, 
and I am not responsible for their ac- 
tions in any way, shape or form, as was 
implied by the letter. Just because a 
person has the same color of skin as 
mine does not constitute brotherhood In 
my book. 
In addition, while I cannot accept 
resonsibility for Smith, Vorster, and 
Nixon, I also cannot share in the glory 
of Jonas Salk, Albert Einstein, and 
William Shakespeare. 
My opinions also apply to black 
people in that I do not hold each and 
every black person on this campus 
responsible for Idl Amin, nor, on the 
other hand, do I praise them for Booker 
T. Washington and Martin Luther King. 
Undoubtedly, many people may fall 
back on their crutch and label me a 
racist. 
But remember, quoting one of the few 
bright points of the Idi Amin defense 
letter, when you point your finger at 
me, there are three fingers pointing 
right back at yourself. 
Ric Bun tain 
218 Rodgers 
a stinky duel with gte 
We have an announcement to make: 
we are siek of General Telephone's 
billing system. 
Ordinarily we wouldn't care, but 
those charming folks at GTE (even 
money they're Nazi war criminals) are 
getting to us. 
For instance, they have this perfectly 
endearing habit of billing one of us for 
various and sundry calls to Oxford. 
Ohio 
Friends, not only do we not know 
anybody in Oxford: if we did we cer- 
tainly wouldn't admit it. 
So will you dolts stop billing us? 
ALONG WITH this update of the 
Chinese Water Torture, we have also 
been victimized by the five dollar fine 
for accepting collect calls. 
Good Lord-do they expect us to pay 
additional cash on top of a grossly in- 
flated b'll" 
Five dollars-they might as well-ask 
for the moon on a sliver platter. We 
have worked ourselves up from nothing 
to a state of extreme poverty. When we 
first came here, we didn't have a dollar 
between us.  We still don't, and we're 
Gabe 
Hollister 
u    '       f 
D.M. 
Petch 
starving. 
So send cash, food, food coupons, 
young ladies, etc. To Hollister and 
Petch c-o The BG News today. You'll 
feel better for doing It 
I SUPPOSE there la only one way to 
settle this entire bloody affair. 
We propose to meet the heads of GTE 
in   an   affiare   d'honneur-a   duel. 
Although this is illegal, it won't stop 
either of us; it never has. 
The duel will take place in the 
stadium sometime in the near future. 
We will, along with our seconds- 
Messrs. Whitney and Bast-take 
position on the south forty-five yard 
line, with the GTE representatives and 
their seconds on the opposing forty-five 
yard line. 
WHEN THE SKJNAL-a dial tone-is 
given, the combatants will pick up their 
weapons. Weapons that symbolize the 
service we get for our money. 
Ten-gallon tubs of horse manure... 
Hi ho. 
D.M. Petch and Gabe Hollister are 
students it the University. They will be 
writing regular columns oa the joys of 
being at the University. They are 
freelance writers and have written for 
Mather Earth News. 
Pat 
Laraway 
registration, said several times that he 
was Interested and concerned about 
student registration problems and has 
taken an active part in helping each 
student individually. 
I would like to thank him for the time 
and the concern he has given me. 
ALTHOUGH BREWER Is carrying 
out his job as best he can, he does not 
formulate University policies. Those 
who work above him have the power to 
change the existing system. He does 
not. 
Dr. Karl. E. Vogt, Dean of the College 
of Business Administration, is con- 
cerned about the problem. Vogt said 
that he and his colleagues have 
requested additional faculty members 
for several years but assured me that 
the situation will not change in the near 
future. 
The muddle was further complicated 
by University Provost Kenneth W. 
Rothe, who explained the situation as 
follows: Over a 10 year span, each 
college has sufficient faculty members 
to cover students' needs for a two to 
three year period. 
The other seven to eight years each 
"IfWBvi ffews 
speaking out 
keep repairing those streets 
Spring is here. The Indians are 
playing baseball. Tennis rackets and 
Softball gloves are out of the closet 
Motorcycles are more plentiful 
around campus. 
And city workers are attacking South 
College Drive, repairing shell-shocked 
asphalt, replacing ruptured sewer and 
water lines and filling those bottomless 
pits extending toward the center of the 
Earth. 
After a long winter of sub-zero 
temperatures, the streets need a face 
lift. But the need is more than cosmetic- 
-they need massive surgery. 
If you've ever driven from East 
Wooster Street to Napoleon Road on 
South College Drive, you know how 
narrow the street is. The crumbled 
edges of the pavement no doubt came 
from cars forced off the road by on- 
coming traffic. 
Repairs are also being made to the 
side streets off of South College Drive, 
but those repairs appear to be cosmetic 
also. 
But those side streets are a lost 
cause. 
As the son of a contractor, I know the 
difference between a street and a 
driveway. Apparently the dty does not 
First Street through Eighth Street, in 
addition to High Street, are little more 
than stone-covered driveways that 
serve as a label on a mailing address. 
The dty has shown little intitiative In 
repairing, or for that matter Initially 
constructing, these streets. Perhaps it 
Is because the dty feels no duty to 
provide adequate transportation for an 
area dominated by student-occupied 
housing. 
But it Is a part of the city, and the dty 
should have the municipal respon- 
sibility to maintain dty streets. 
There Is one stretch of street which Is 
adequate for the traffic maintained. 
However, the dty Is trying to stretch 
that one piece of good pavement bet- 
ween East Wooster and Clough Street of 
South College by permitting parallel 
parking on one side of the street. 
If the dty wants to make South 
College Drive more accessible, the 
simplest, most economical method 
would be to eliminate the parallel 
parking on the east side of the street. 
r
                                "*' PEl 
Lammers           la W 
k                                  *         J 
Two cars finally could pass each other 
on the street. 
The dty has a responsibility to its 
residents, whether or not they are 
students. After all, the students do pay 
the property taxes through increased 
rents. 
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college is either under or overstaffed, 
depending on the current popularity of 
various fields of study. 
ROTHE MAINTAINS that students 
often take the easy way out by avoiding 
more difficult courses. 
He also emphasized that the 
Watergate expose and other recent 
journalistic achievements have 
stimulated the current interest in that 
profession. 
Perhaps, if someone could quickly 
produce an Academy Award winner 
about a history professor or a French 
novelist I'd be able to complete my 
education on schedule. 
Pat Laraway, a student at the 
University, is a News guest columnist. 
She Is a Journalism major. 
The city owes it to them. 
The repairs appear to be underway 
for the side streets, but there are no 
plans I know of for the elimination of 
parallel parking on South College 
Drive. 
So keep up the good work on the side 
streets. I can stand the Inconvenience 
now if I know there will be im- 
provements later. 
But without the elimination of 
parallel parking on South College, I 
may never get to see the sidestreets 
when they are paved. I will never get 
past the first block. 
Bill Lammers Is an assistant copy 
editor of The BG News. He also edits 
Day In Review copy. 
He lives In ward two. 
Thariday, Apr! 14, U77, The BG News Page 1 
Day in Review 
From Associated Pr«»i Report*. In Cooperation With WBGU TV 
Edited by Bill laminar s 
Carter's energy plan 
to include gas, car tax 
Congressional and administration 
sources said yesterday that President 
Carter's energy plan probably will include 
an initial standby increase of five cents a 
gallon on gasoline. 
The plan is sure to call for even heavier 
taxes on domestically-produced crude oil. 
The Carter energy proposals are due to go 
to Congress next Wednesday. 
The sources said it is likely the gasoline 
tax increase would start at five cents, then 
would be increased by another ten cents in< 
each of the two years of the energy 
program. 
The gasoline tax would be imposed only 
if U.S. consumption fails to decline, a 
possibility not considered likely by Car- 
ter's energy advisers. 
The current federal tax on gasoline is 
four cents a gallon. 
The source said the plan also is likely to 
call for a so-called "gas guzzler" tax 
starting at about $400 on new cars which 
use gas inefficiently. 
The tax could go as high as $2500 for the 
purchase ofeachnewcar. 
The sources said the tax on domestically 
produced crude oil could amount to 
several dollars per barrel. 
Soviet Oobrynin talks 
with Carter and Vance 
Russian ambassador to the U.S. 
Anatolyn Dobrynln made another trip to 
the White House yesterday, tils second in 
as many days. 
Dobrynin said he had a working lunch 
with Zbigniew Brzezinski, President 
Carter's foreign policy assistant. 
Sources indicated the announced visit 
was arranged to follow up talks Dobrynin 
had Tuesday with Carter Brezezinski, 
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and Vice 
President Walter Mondale. 
The foce' point of Dobrynln's White 
House visits has been the search for a way 
to reach agreement on a new strategic 
arms limitation treaty. 
The ambassador said Tuesday that he 
and "arter had a good meeting. 
FAA says Concorde 
sound level declines 
There was a new report on the Concorde 
yesterday from the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), which said the 
noise produced by the British-French 
supersonic airliner dropped slightly last 
month below the average set in the first 
ten months of Its flights in and out of the 
airport. 
At the same time, complaints over the 
Concorde were greater in March than they 
were in the previous month. 
More than 1000 complaints have been 
received since the Concorde started flying 
into Washington last May. 
Opponents of the Concorde are planning 
to try to shut down New York's John F. 
Kennedy Airport next Sunday as part of 
what they are calling a "declaration of 
war" against the plane. 
The plans for the attempted shutdown 
were announced at a rally held last night in 
a public school near the airport. 
Rights leader concerned 
about corporate policies 
A civil rights official told President 
Carter yesterday that some corporations, 
including a big utility in Georgia, are out of 
step with the administration's position on 
human rights. 
The    Rev.    Joseph    Lowery,    acting 
president of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, said his group is 
very concerned that corporations, par- 
ticularly in Carter's home state of 
Georgia, negate the policy of human 
rights. 
Lowery identified the firm he mentioned 
only as a southern company which owns 
utilities in Georgia, Alabama and 
Mississippi. He said it has contracted to 
buy 7 million tons of coal from South 
Africa. 
The civil rights groups said yesterday 
that buying coal from South Africa sup- 
ports the suppression of that country's 
black majority and undermines the U.S. 
labor force. 
Members of the group met with the 
President yesterday in the Cabinet room of 
the White House. 
Zambia charges Zaire 
with hospital bombing 
The government of Zambia charged 
yesterday that planes from Zaire had 
bombed two villages and a mission 
hospital on its territory in the past three 
days. 
Zambia is a neighbor of Zaire, which 
was invaded more than a month ago by 
forces crossing over the border from 
Angola. 
The places in Zambia which were 
reported bombed are in an unmarked 
border area near where fighting has been 
going on in Zaire. 
Officials of Zaire confirmed that a 
delegation had arrived from Zaire to 
discuss the incidents. 
Zambia said the delegation would hold 
urgent talks with Zambian President 
Kenneth Kuanda. 
West German funeral 
carried on television 
A funeral for the federal prosecutor 
assassinated a week ago in West Germany 
was carried live on West German 
television yesterday. 
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt spoke at the 
funeral in Karlsruhe, where the murder 
occurred. He spoke of the "worldwide 
plague" of terrorism which, he said, must 
be fought, but must be fought legally. 
The chancellor said West German police 
must be prepared to go to the limits of 
what the state allows in trying to find the 
killers of the prosecutor, Siegfried 
Buback. 
Schmidt's government has been under 
heavy fire In recent weeks in a variety of 
security bugging cases. He said the 
killings of Bubzack, his driver and a body 
guard were an attack on West Germany's 
legal order. 
Continued carbon tet 
discharges alleged 
A Congressional subcommittee in- 
vestigating water pollution along the Ohio 
River was told yesterday that a chemical 
plant is continuing to discharge carbon 
tetrachloride into the river, in violation of 
a court order. 
Officials of the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) told a hearing in 
Cincinnati that the spills of the chemical 
continue to come from a plant of the FMC 
Corportation at South Charleston, W. Va. 
and into a tributary of the Ohio. 
An EPA official said the agency sent a 
letter to the plant on Monday, saying it 
must immediately stop dumping the 
chemical. The company was warned that 
the EPA would seek court action if it was 
not stopped. 
Misinformed public favors death penalty 
ALPINE VILLAGE RESTAURANT 
Specializing in German, Italian and American Foods 
Every Thursday: Lasagna special including salad, roll, 
and beverage - only $2.95. 
Check for other weekend specials. 
ANNOUNCES 
Michael Greer   Bob  Leuger 
ENTERTAINING 
Every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Nights 
From 9 P.M. until 1 A.M. 
in our cocktail Lounge. 
OPEN SUNDAYS FROM 12 UNTIL 7 
117 N. Main 353-0512 
By Jamie Plerman 
Staff Reporter 
Though research shows 
capital punishment has no 
deterrent effect on homicide, 
most persons who favor 
capital punishment cite the 
deterrent effect as their 
main reason, Charles W. 
Thomas, associate professor 
of sociology said yesterday. 
Thomas spoke at a lun- 
cheon concerning the 
relevance of a public in- 
formed about capital punish- 
ment. 
According to Thomas, the 
Supreme Court is "damn 
near screaming" for the 
reasons why 70 per cent of 
Americans favor the death 
sentence. 
According to Thomas, 
most persons who favor the 
death sentence think capital 
punishment is an effective 
deterrent and is deserved. 
IF 71 PER cent of 
Americans feel the death 
sentence is a deterrent, 
Thomas said, then the public 
is misinformed. 
"Capital punishment is 
nowhere supported in em- 
pirical research," Thomas 
said. "People support 
capital punishment because 
they have unrealistic ex- 
pectations of what capital 
punishment can do." 
Thomas said the Supreme 
Court must find the opinion 
of the informed public and 
base Judgments on that. 
"WHAT THE public really 
wants is not to kill people, 
but to have the death sen- 
tence on the books so it can 
be imposed on a non- 
randomly selected few. The 
American people want to kill 
people without economic, 
social or political power," 
Thomas said. 
He added that there is not 
a large recidivism problem 
with homicide. Convicted 
murderers, Thomas said, 
"are good parole risks." 
Capital punishment is not 
an      effective     deterrent 
because murder is often 
committed without thinking 
of the consequences, Thomas 
said. 
"If you walk in the house 
and you see Mom hitting it 
with someone other than 
Daddy," a person is not 
likely to spend a long time 
thinking of the consequences 
before committing murder, 
said Thomas. 
"An open season for 
convicted rapists has begun, 
Thomas said, adding that 
more rapists are getting the 
death sentence than ever. 
"If you are a rapist," he 
said, "you have cause for 
substantial concern." 
March's police record Improves 
University Police report a drop In criminal and traffic 
charges last month compared to March a year ago. 
Twenty-six cases of petit theft and 15 burglaries were 
reported during the month. The major crimes on campus 
were two reported rapes. 
Twelve criminal charges and 11 traffic charges were filed 
during the month, a reduction of 24 from last year at this 
time. 
BG News classified ads-  There is nothing like 'em for getting the job done 
Page 4 Hie BG News, Thur«d»y, April 14,1177 
r: 
Shape Up For Summer 
With Fitness World's 
8 Week Student Spectacular 
Now thru Saturday, April 23 with this coupon, yoo can 
decide to shape up for summer at the special student price 
ot only 139 00 (Join this week and receive one free bonus 
week) Now through June 15 you can enjoy the healthy 
benefits ot hydro spa whirlpool, indoor heated pool, 
poolside sundrck, hot sauna, sun lamps, qualified 
masseuse, complete exercise facilities and equipment. 
To schrtlulo personal lour: Call 35? 3778 
some of your friends are here 
WHY NOT YOU? 
Fitness World Health Spa 
Seventh & High      Ph. 352-3778 
Open seven days a week for men 4 women 
coupon valid thru April 23, 197? 
! * FREDDIE t 
|J FALCON* 
if t 
■ £ Applications ¥ 
If 
J   are now 
! t Available * 
in room 
405 
S.S. 
Building 
******** 
ABORTION 
Starting Rate 
$125 
1-24 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Licensed Gynecologist 
CLOSE TO OUR AREA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODERN TECHNIOUES 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800 362-1205 
PLOW ON DOWN TO THE 
KAPPA SIGMA 
HOEDOWN '77 
RUSH PARTY 
TONIGHT, 7:30 
FEATURING .DELIA DIMPLES 
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED 
0 
BOTTOMS' UP 
at 
Mr. Bojangles 
Site Club 
2forl      893 S.. Win Street       2 for! 
Disco 
Thursday, April 14, 9 till 11 p.m. 
i Musk by 
University Sound 
Give ihe perfect Qifl ot iu« 
brilliant      porttfcl      pu"n.inrrHly 
fi'gisti-M.,1 KMptakfl  'i imond 
Guaranteed m writing 
Keepsake" 
K'KiMir.J  Diamond King* 
GRAY'S SPR,NG THINGS SPECIALS 
■ft 
KG l .09 t 4 Q 
jScontac   Cold  Capsules   10"s 
COUPON   IXPKttS   4 16'' 
Preference 
By   L'Oreal 
All   Shades 
1 99 
SI 
SI 
SI 
SI 
I   MO   2.77 
10 SI 
IS COUPON   HPiHIi   4-16-77 
igGlGiggggRigggEigggLjjgrj 
■SMJ>WI.>»5BIB5[35BB13SBI31 
13 Eve g£,   BtL.1 
13  Disposable .•*• ]      **T     SI 1
 ■» -.I'll | 
,O«G93« —:   ■ *"*"'•     Bl 
13 COUPON  EXPMS  416-77  Rl 
LCiEiggggggrj]ggciiggggggi 
Flicker   Ladies' 
Disposable 
Razor 
GRAf 
DISCOUNT 
DRUG STORES 
REG 1.29 
If) |  COUPON   EXPMS 4-1*77 SOHUgcgsiggtaf 
STADIUM   PLAZA 
9:30  •   9:30  Mon-Sat 
10am   -   8pm   ■  SUN 
DISCOUNT   PRESCRIPTIONS! 
COLD  BEER  AND   POP I 
JM-724* 
$100 
REWARD 
FOR ANY IN- 
FORMATION LEADINO 
TO THE ARREST AND 
CONVICTION OF THE 
PERSON OR PERSONS 
WHO DEFACED THE 
FRONT OF THE CLA- 
ZEL THEATRE ON 
TUESDAY EVENING - 
APRILSTH. 
ANY INFORMATION 
PERTAINING TO THIS 
INCIDENT WILL BE 
ACCEPTED BY THE 
BOWLING GREENCITY 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
OR 
ARMSTRONG 
THEATRES 
I3S'I NORTH MAIN 
BOWLINGGREEN. 
PH. 352-5195 
. ■'« 
BMKiAINPjrtCfS 
NOW 
MOWING! 
NETWORK 
WINNER 
AWARDS 
BEST ACTOR 
BEST ACTRESS 
RLA to compare University parking services 
Residence Life Asociation (RLA) is collecting information 
about parking services at other universities to compare with 
parking services at the University. 
RLA recently sent letters to 11 universities, Including 
Miami University, Ohio State University, Kent Slate 
University, Eastern Michigan University and Ball State 
University, requesting information about their parking 
services. 
Gregory J. Bertke, RLA chairman, said a varied selection 
of colleges was contacted to see if any differences exist 
among parking services. 
"WE WROTE to colleges with different numbers of on- 
campus students to see bow they handle their problems," he 
said. 
Bertke said he set an April 29 deadline for the universities 
to reply. 
After comparisons are made, RLA will set up an ap- 
pointment with Parking Services Director Melvin R. Jones to 
see if any changes need to be made, according to Bertke. 
Bertke said there are no specific problems RLA is looking 
into, though it plans to compare such things as financing of 
parking services and placement of signs on campus. 
"We will know what kind of improvements, if any, ■•» 
needed after we hear from some of the schools," he said. 
ACROSS 
1 Like some cheese 
7 Witty remarks 
12 Half-moon at base 
of a fingernail 
13 Talki incessantly: 
Colloq. 
15 Ambiguous 
saying 
16 Car part 
18 Hole making tool 
19 Salisbury  
21 Balance 
instrument 
22 Word with drop 
or order 
24 The I for 
tunateonesi 
26 Noble 
27 Church group 
29 Denoting a cer- 
tain lens 
II   King's neighbor 
32 Far: Prefix 
34 Sultry 
36 Gossip 
39 Skirt's 
relative 
40 Small . 
interstice 
41   one's old 
tricks 
42 Measures: Abbr. 
43 Talk spontan- 
eously: Colloq. 
46 Omits 
50 Collect ions of 
tools 
52 Red cedar 
54 Wintry forecast 
55  Flaming 
Gorge Dam 
57 South wind 
59 the line 
60 Attached to a 
stalk, in botany 
62 Platter of a kind 
64 Fact 
65 Gershwin song 
66 Push 
87 Enrolls 
DOWN 
1 Flashes 
2 Part of a stage 
3 Dye base 
4 Draw 
5 Trees 
6 " of a Sales 
man" 
7 Friend 
8 One of the Norse 
fates: Var. 
9 Sacred bird of 
Egypt 
10 Shc-t street 
11 Reserve 
13 Cheering sound 
14 Entreat 
17 Withdraw (from) 
20 Man who came to 
dinner 
23 Game of chance 
25 Exhibit surpris.-: 
Colloq. 
28 Singer Reese 
30 Young animals 
33 Excels 
35 Birds 
36 Discuss favorably 
37 Judge 
38 Makers of wills. 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
old style 
39 Ancient measure 
of length 
44 Having* wooly 
covering 
45 Decorator's color 
47 Chant 
48 Less adequate 
49 Natives of Malmo 
51 Member of a 
Moslem sect 
53 Cherish 
56 Alone 
58 Stitched 
81  Actress 
Ullmann 
63 Jaguar, for one 
IB TO rUtVIOUS ttiniE 
Campus Calendar 
Campus Calendar Is a listing of the day's events (meetings, 
lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to readers. 
Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open to the 
public. To submit a Campus Calendar entry, forms are available 
at the News ofllce. 106 University Hall. 373 2003. There Is no 
charge for submitting an entry. 
MEETINOS   
Board of Trustees ■ 10 a. m. Alumni Room, Union 
Secondary curriculum  3 p.m.   106 Women's Gym   Open to all 
PER Plan II majors planning to student teach any quarter next 
year 
Minority caucus 3 5 p.m.  River Room, Union  Forum on Issues 
affecting minority students 
Campus Crusade lor Christ  ; vp m  Alumni Room, Union 
LECTURES  
ACT Bible study 6 p.m.   ACT Campus House. 603 Clough St. 
"Evidence Demands a Verdict" 
Seminar on interviewing techniques  7 p.m.    Forum, Student 
Services Bldg.   Jim Galloway, director of Career Planninq and 
Placement, will speak 
Latin American Folk Dancing class 7p.m. 206 Women's Gym 
Bible study  8 30 p.m.    University  Lutheran Chapel.  1124 E 
Wooster St. 
B>W|ERTAINMENT  
Baseball   I p.m. Stellar Field BGSU vs. Adrian 
"Israel 1977: The Reality and the Promise" film  7:30and9pm 
1 IS Business Administration Bldg. 
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" film  7:30 p.m. 210 Math Science Bldp 
Free with ID 
Paul X Moody Defense Fund dance 9pm  Women s Club 134 N 
Prospect Ave. 75 cents 
"A Star is Born" film 9:30 p.m.   210 Math Science Bldg    Free 
with ID (note: This Is the one that stars Judy Garland and James 
Mason) 
Classifieds 
LOST a FOUND 
LOST:   Glasses 8,  case, both 
brown;  frames clear  around 
middle Mark 2 5331. 
LOST: Bracelet 2 name on it. 
Veromquc. Call 352 5861 
SERVICESOFFERED 
EUROPE  flexibly   and  Inex- 
pensively.   Call   EUROPEAN 
Flights.    Toll free    1800-282- 
0724.  
YOUR FUTURE - your 
resume can determine your 
future. Have it prepared by 
professional career con- 
sultants an excellent $25 
investment. Call for ap- 
pointment: Toledo 866 1861, 
5700 Southwick Blvd. 
College Students part time. 
Earn S10 per hour as an 
American Youth Enterprise 
Dealer. Write Fred Novak, 
Dept. B 83. 1701 Ellis Ave., 
Laurel Springs, N.J. 08021. 
Boy would like odd lobs on 
weekends. Mother will do 
house work. Call 352 4715 eve. 
or 352 0862 day time.  
Sax player Into S. Wonder, 
AWB. EW8.F. to ioln working 
band Call 372 4040or 372 3848 
Summer employment Island 
House Hotel, Port Clinton, 
Ohio. Several summer |obs 
available. Must furnish your 
own housing. Phone (1) 734- 
2166  for  appointment for on 
campus Interview.  
Personable Receptionists for 
photographing M.S. Seniors in 
Mobile studios. Dally travel no 
overnights. Sandusky, OH 
area based. June 13th to 
Thanksgiving. Contact In 
person Student Employment 
office 4«0 Student Services 
Bldg.  
Bartenders waitresses a, 
waiters. Must be 21. Full or 
part time. Apply in person. 
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Way 
Beck When 407 S. Main St. 
Findlay. 
Waitresses 4. Walters needed. 
Must be 21 yrs. of age. Full or 
part time. Apply Dixie 
Electric Co. 244*1 Dixie Hwy. 
Perrysburg, Oh I74-M49. 11:00 
a m   2  30 am. 
interviewers for household 
interviewing in the Bowling 
Green Area. Social research 
on noncontroversial subject. 
Must be able to work in blocks 
of time, afternoons, evenings 
and weekends April thru June. 
Must furnish own tran- 
sportation. IA Non- 
discriminatory Affirmative 
Action ELmployer. Send 
resume to Mrs. Evelyn 
Palmer.  2364  Middlesex  Dr. 
Toledo. 43606  
Temp, part time days outside 
work. »2.25hr. Knickerbocker. 
Pn 352 5  
1 M. rmmte for Fall for 2 Man 
apt. on «th St. Preferred 
serious studnet S140 mo. 352 
1898.  
F. rmmte. needed. 77 78. 352 
8907 
2 F. rmmtes. next yr. $75 mo. 
Close to campus. Barb 352 1479 
or Debi 352 6603  
Need 1 rmmte. Own rm. 
Furnished apt. All utll. pd. 352- 
0945. Ask for Dave.  
NEEDED IMMED. 1 M. 
rmmte. to subl. Own bdrm. V60 
mo. plus utll. 352 7976  Tom. 
1 F. rmmt. to subl. Sum. $60 
mo. All utlls. od. Shelley 352 
5745  
1 F. needed to share apt. for 
sum.' i me. rent free. Call 352 
W95. . 
2 F. rmmts. to subl. sum. Close 
to campus $62.50 mo. Bev. 372- 
4675.  
2 M. needed to share an apt. for 
Sum. June-Aug., only. Close to 
campus. Ph 352-7259.  
Need I F. rmmt. S87 mo. plus 
utils. Call 352 1341. 
1 F. need Fall 
372 4335 
Otr. Apt. Call 
PERSONALS 
PI KAPPA PHI wishes to 
congratulate Mark Krach, 
Brian Allen and Bob Daniels 
tor deciding to loin the good 
life of being a PI KAPP. 
TORY'S TOTAL HAIR CARE 
6 days and 5 nights a week. The 
new spring haircuts are herel 
1*0 S. Main 3532-722*. 1616 E. 
Wooster 352-2107. 
Vote      Steve      Frank      for 
Academic Affairs Coordinator 
The     B Ball     Marathon     is 
coming April 22-23. 
DZ's thank Beta Tim for being 
a fantastic lifeguard! 
Hair Happening Styling Salon. 
Big N Plaza. No appointment 
necessary.     Specials    every 
week. Closed Mon.   Tues. Fri 
9-5 p.m. Sat. 8am 3pm 
Your favorite albums 
Monday - Thursday 
11 pm on 680AM, Windfall 
radio your campus station 
Pregnant?    Want    to    talk? 
EMPA 352 6236 M 8,  F 13pm. 
Tu„ W.,Thu.6:30 9:30 pm 
Eunies Bar Happy Hours. Wed 
» Thur. 9-12 p.m. 809 S. Main. 
FOR SALE  
Must sell 10 x 42 mobile home 
in B.G. Court. IVl bdrms.. 
turn., on line gas. $2200. 352 
5530 or 1 332 6111. 
'76 Honda CB-500T. Under 250 
mi.   Need money. Must sale. 
Ph. 352 7089 alter 6.  
'72 Yamaha 200 Electric Stan 
4500 ml. $350. 352 1765.  
'76 Honda GL 1000. 7,000 mi. 
Windjammer, luggage rack, 
like new. $2500 call 874 6056 
1976 Dodge Street Van 
automatic. 318 eng. 7.000 miles 
fully customized. 435 1162 after 
3p.m  
SALES Gas and Oil wells 614 
866 3358. 
Plymouth Fury III '67 Interest 
Features. Heavy duty trans, al 
reasonable price $500 or best 
offer Call 3523481.  
Phase Linear 400; Crown IC 
150 pre amp. 2 Bose901 spkrs. 
Incl.      cabinet,     stands     ft 
equalizer. 372 4530.  
2 bdrm. furn. apt. for 4 F. 
Central heat. ac. free laundry, 
off street parking, private sun 
deck. No children or pets. 1 yr. 
lease. Deposit. $250 mo. plus 
utll. Call 353-0055. M-F 8:30 
4:30.  
2-3 persons to subl. hse. on 
Wooster across from Rodgers. 
Call 372 3848.  
Houses for 3 or 4 girls. Sum. 
only  Ph352 7365 
2 bdrm.  apts.  near  campus. 
FAN 8, Sum. rentals 352 7365 
Single rms. near campus Fall 
8, Sum. Rentals. Ph 352 7365. 
2 Bdrm. APT Large Fur 
nished Weil maintained for a 
$225 per person per qtr 9 mo 
lease. 352 8161 from 8 am 1 pm 
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES1 
Mobile home for rent newt lo 
campus. Call Brad alter 5p.m. 
352 8018         
3 bdrm. hse. near campus, for 
Sum or Fall 352 5802 eve or 
weekends. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
FURNISHED! UNFURN 
AIRCOND. 8. CABLE TV 
90R 12MONTH LEASES 
REOUCEOSUMMER R^N' 
352 1800 OR 352 4671 
Summer, subl 2 bdrm. apt. 
Oneblk from campus 352 1777. 
Preterred Properties Co. 
leasing lor Fall 10 1977 1 8, 2 
bdrm apt. eftec apt & 
houses Call 352 9378. 
CAMPUS MANOR now rentinq 
lor Summer. Special rates Ph. 
352 9302.352 7365 eve 
B.G. Apts 818 & 822 2nd St 2 
bdrm. furn w a c and gas 
heat Upper level $320 mo plus 
elec Ground Level $300 mo. 
plus elec Summer $150 mo. 
plus elec Yr. lease $250 mo. 
plus elec   Model apt   Al, 181 
2nd St. 35? 0205 or 352 5239.  
5 bedrm house for spring or 
fall term. 1 878 7437 
3 bedrm. House beginning Fall 
1 878 7437.  
1 and 3 bdrm. apts close to 
campus. 1 878 7437. 
LOW SUMMER RATES 
CALL   NEWLOVE    REALTY. 
3525143.  
Campus A^anor has openings 
lor 1 or 2 girls to share apt. for 
spring. Ph. 352-9302 or 352 7365 
THURSTON MANOR 
APARTMENTS AIR CON 
DITIONEO, FULLY CAR 
PETED. CABLE T.V. EF 
FICIENCIES LAUNDRY 
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING 
FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
451 THURSTON AVE. 352 5435 
Fishing, hunting, sewing for outdoorsmen 
Thunday, April 14,1OT, The BG News Page 5 
Did you ever think of 
making your own tent? How 
about a backpack, down 
clothing or sleeping bag? 
You can cut the cost of new 
equipment by as much as SO 
per cent by sewing it 
yourself. 
Outdoor equipment kits 
are available for everything 
from bike bags to tents and 
they come in a wide variety 
of designs. 
Kits are pre-cut and In- 
clude everything needed to 
put together quality outdoor 
equipment. 
You need not be an expert 
seamstress to complete a kit, 
though you must have a 
sewing machine. 
Sew-it-yourself kits are 
sold by Frostline Kits, 452 
Burbank St., Bromfield, Col. 
80020. They will send a free 
catalog upon request. 
Jim Saywell 
Outdoors Columnist 
■    ^ 
V 
— ■ - .—/ 
ATTENTION HUNTERS: 
Don't put away your gum for 
the season yet The 1977 
bearded wild turkey hunting 
season runs May 2-14 In 14 
southeastern Ohio counties. 
Yes, there are wild turkeys 
right here in Ohio. Their 
story is a successful one. 
"Wild turkeys were 
^introduced into Ohio In toe 
late 1950's. The flock has 
prospered as a result of 
professional management 
and has expanded to 20 
counties," according to Dale 
Haney. chief of the Ohio 
Wildlife Division. 
There are 2,000 permits 
available  on  a  first-come. 
ATTENTION   STUDENTS 
All   students  who  are  graduating or 
leaving  school  after   Spring  Quarter,   who 
have   a   National   Defense,   National   Direct, 
Student   Development  or   Nursing   Loan 
must   contact   the Student   Loan   Collection 
Office  for   an   exit   interview  prior  to 
leaving  Bowling  Green. 
Student  Loan   Collection  Office 
407   Administration   Building     372-0112 
Foreign Car 
Repairs KVkWftt 
Ls 
fftet titimotti    <. 
When you need top imported or American cor 
car*, trust it to u>. Weil handle it quickly, effi- 
ciently, and economically! 
SPENCER AUTO SERVICE 
Phone 353-0171 
420 Clough St. Bowling Green. C 
NOW LEASING 
FALL —  $218 per quarter, per person 
(Based on 4 person occupancy) 
SUMMER —   $450 per apartment 
Summer leases include the use of all pool, sauna, 
and exercise facilities of Fitness World Health Spa. 
MOUNT VERNON 
802 E. Sixth St. 
Bowling Green, OH 
(ADJACENT TO FITNESS WORLD HEALTH SPA) 
CONTACT: Dennis Noneman 
372-1941 
THE 
\Last Chance Diet 
The Revolutionary New 
Approach to Weight Loss 
Full   Protein     No  Carbohydrates I 
Learn   the  facts  about   Pro-Linn, 
The   new   liquid   protein   formula. 
See  -  Feel   -  Taste, 
Cherry  Grapefruit 
Orange Flavors 
The Real Pro-Linn 
Men • Women - Teens 
who wont to: 
* lose Weight 
* Feel Better 
* Not Fight Hunger 
* Have More Natural Energy 
Get in shape for the 
warm spring weather! 
D. J.'S SHOP 
Dorothy  Joyce  ■  Owner 
IIS W. Merry 
first-serve basis to hunters 
with valid Ohio hunting 
licenses. 
Applications for permits 
may be obtained by writing 
the District Two Wildlife 
Office, 963 Lima Ave., 
Findlay, Ohio 45840. Per- 
mits are $10.50 each. 
nSETJNG REPORT: 
Pymatuning Lake, located 
on the Ohio-Pennsylvania 
border, yielded another 
trophy-size muskie last 
week. This one was 52 inches 
long and weighed 39 pounds. 
The lucky fisherman, 
Mason Blackburn, Austin- 
town, Ohio, was fishing for 
crappies with light tackle. 
He was using minnow bait 
and a bobber. 
You can try your luck this 
weekend by going on the 
camping-fishing weekend 
sponsored by Union 
Activities     Organisation 
(UAO). The outing will beat 
Van Buren State Park. More 
information on the trip is 
available at the UAO office, 
located on the third floor of 
the Union. 
WATCH FOR 
FRIDAY'S 
ENTERTAINMENT 
PAGE 
Forensics team to vie for prizes 
in national speaking  tournament 
The University forensics team will send 
15 students to George Mason University, 
Fairfax, Va.. for the national forensics 
tournament. April 21-24. The team has 
qualifiers in each event with some 
members qualifying in five or more. 
Students will be competing in prose, 
poetry, dramatic duo. persuasion, In- 
formative speaking, extemporaneous 
speaking, rhetorical criticism, Impromtu 
speaking and after dinner speaking. 
Contestants will be opposing as many as 
300 entrants in each event. 
In order to qualify for entry in the 
national tournament, a student must have 
competed in the final round of any tour- 
nament this year. 
According to Forensics Director Dr. 
Raymond Yeager, the team scarcely had 
enough money to attend the tournament. 
"Last year we were state champs and 
couldn't go because of our budget," ha 
said. 'This year, with a donation from the 
parents's club, we are able to attend." 
Three members of the forensic team are 
state champions this year-William M. 
Ferguson and Karen S. Mines, dramatic 
duo and Mary Beth Kirchner, Informative 
speaking. The team has competed In 10 
tournaments, bringing home 175 trophies. 
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Advertising Sales 
Positions Open 
Immediately In Bowling 
Green, Fostorla, Findlay 
And Tiffin. Call 
352-3538 For Interview 
The Flatlands Trader 
COME AND MEET 
THE BROTHERS! 
April 19, 21, 26 - 7:00   At the 
DELTA TAU DELTA HOUSE 
WOOSTER BAZAAR 
THE HOUSE OF SPECIALTY SHOPS 
JEWELRY BOX 
Fine Jewelry and Findings 
THE JUNGLE 
Plants at College Pr'wes 
NATURE'S PLACE 
Leather Goods and 
Hand Made Jewelry 
KUROSITY KORNER 
General Store 
325 E. Wooster    Hours  Hours 12-9 
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WINTHROP TERRACE 
NORTH AND SOUTH 
NOW TAKING DEPOSIT ON APARTMENTS 
FOR SUMMER & FALL OCCUPANCY 
SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS: 
175/mo 2 people in 2 bedroom 2 bath 
160/mo 2 people in 2 bedroom 1 bath 
150/mo   1 or 2 people 1 bedroom   1 bath 
SUMMIT TERRACE: 
165/mo 2 people in 2 bedroom 1 bath 
155/mo   1 or 2 people in 1 bedroom   1 bath 
FALL RATES START AT 67.50/PERSON 
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH 
400 E. NAPOLEON ROAD        OPEN SATURDAY APRIL 16 
352-9135 9-12 AND 1-3 
OPEN 9-12  &   1-5  MON-FRI   J 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT J 
♦••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••iH^^ 
How to make McDonald's French Fries at home. 
Exclusive Flavor-Blend Shortening. 
For shortening, try to match the purity and taste 
balance of McDonalds exclusive Klavor-Bli'nd 
formula Make sure the shortening is regularly 
filtered.! with a filtering system built in to your deep 
fryer'. Drain and change when the oil hubbies start to 
get "lazy " 
In Theory It Could Be Done. 
So far as we know, no one ever has made 
McDonald's French Fries at home—never achieved 
the perfect golden crunch, the tender 
white center of a McDonald's Quality 
French Fry. 
But (in theory) it could be done. 
Here's how: 
Fly to Idaho. 
Don't begin with the potato. Begin with the seeds 
for a pedigreed potato called the Russet Burbank. 
developed by the American genius. Luther Burbank. 
Supervise the planting. 
Inspect the harvest. 
Agitate After 30 Seconds 
Shake back and forth. Never side 
to side, because you 
might break a strand   «-# 
Salt Lightly. 
Your computer will tell you 
when the fries are done, but no 
machine ever designed could —^ 
properly sail a french fry f~)r 
You do that  Lightly ©V^J 
The final step 
serve within seven 
minutes Or they aren't 
McDtmaltl's Quality 
French Fries 
/- .. 
ivniwfl  . 
You'll Need Some Special Equipment. 
Stainless steel baskets. Palented-design fry 
scoop A deep fryer with a thermostat-probe system. 
Buy Only the Pick of the Crop. 
Look for: lack of blemish, minimum number of 
eyes, pure white "meaty" interiors, with firm frying 
consistency. 
Peel and slice. Cut each fry to exact specifi- 
cations for perfect frying. 
Blanch twice (a boiling process.!, using 
McDonald's patented blanching system. 
...And a Computer. 
Without a french fry computer you cannot probe 
the exact temperature of the frying oil, compensate 
for the moisture content of each batch of fries, and 
calculate an adjusted frying time. 
McDonald's Quality. 
It's not easy, but it's worth it 
And (in theory) you could 
achieve it at home. 
But wouldn't it be better if 
you just went to McDonald's? 
livicDonakm 
We do it all for vou 
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Falcons clean up act 
for Adrian games today 
STICKING IT OUT-Paclng BG's ikyicraptng team baiting average 
this year are (left to right) Ron Fennell, Garry Kohorsl, Ron Manser, 
N««H*olo b» Lorry Kon«r 
Jeff Groth, Roa UUery, Steve Dil.ucca, Larry Owen, Mike Laueer 
and Chuck Black. At far right is Falcon skipper Don Purvis. 
By Terry Goodman 
Executive Sports Editor 
The Falcon diamondmen plan on cleaning 
up their act at 2 p.m. today against Adrian, 
tomorrow versus Notre Dame and Sunday 
with Dayton at the Seller Field homefront. 
Baserunning and fielding are coach Don 
Purvis' primary concerns. 
"I wouldn't use any adjectives-not little, 
not great-I was Just disappointed," said 
Purvis, in reference to his team's play during 
Tuesday's split with Xavier. "They were 
complacent on the basepaths and in the field 
and I told them so between games." 
BOWLING GREEN came back after 
blowing the opener, 74, to grab the nightcap, 
8-1.   ' 
One phase of the game the Falcons are well 
oiled in is hitting.   Chuck Black (.412) still 
leads the club, but catcher Larry Owen (.403) 
is the hottest Falcon at the plate. 
Owen has hit in 10 consecutive games (18- 
38, .429) and leads all Mid-American Con- 
ference players with eight home runs. 
Steve DiLucca, Jeff Groth and Mike Lan- 
seer are among others who are keeping BG's 
team batting mark over .300. 
On the mound, Purvis will start lefthanders 
Mike Oleksak and Gary Kite today. Jeff Jones 
and Mike Hale tomorrow against the Fighting 
Irish and Terry Milton and either Jfan Joyce 
or Ken Lelek Sunday. 
PINCH HmTNG-WBGU-FM (88.1) plans 
to air one game against Notre Dame and the 
entire Sunday twinblll with Dayton. 
Purvis feels that his team has blown three 
games at this point that it shouldn't have. The 
team Is currently 13-7. 
Columbus tries again    I BG netters didn't pack up bags 
By BUI Estep 
Associate Sports Editor 
All right, Cleveland Indians fans have had their season 
opener. So have those infamous Cincinnati World Champion 
Reds fans. 
Now it's my turn. 
Columbus (you remember, Ohio's capital city) returns to 
International league play after a seven-year absence 
tomorrow at Pawturket. 
Columbus? Professional sports? What's the International 
League? Where's Pawtucket? 
Well, Pawtucket is in Rhode Island. The International 
League Is the Class AAA training ground which also Includes 
other obscure pro hotbeds like Tidewater, Toledo, Syracuse 
and Rochester. 
COLUMBUS IS the world's largest university sports town 
with a metropolitan population of nearly a million. The city 
has gone through two minor league basketball and three 
minor league hockey franchises in the last 10 years. 
The city lost the Jets, the Class AAA International League 
farm club of the Pittsburgh Pirates, once the strongest 
organization in the minors, in 1970. Jet Stadium was badly in 
need of repairs. The city had to buy the stadium. They didn't. 
Bob Robertson, Manny Sanguillen, Richie Hebner, Steve 
Blass, Dock Ellis. Tony Taylor. Fred Patek, Bob Moose, 
Dave Cash and Milt May, among others, all played in 
Columbus and moved on to the big leagues. 
Now Columbus, where Woody Hayes and Ohio State 
football reigns supreme, is at the professional sports 
crossroads. It's now or never. 
IF YOU don't believe me, ask the Columbus Owls. They've 
been playing In the l International Hockey league for four 
years. They've never made any money. Last Sunday's league 
playoff game with Toledo drew only 3,500 In the State 
Fairgrounds Coliseum. 
One thousand of those fans were from Toledo. They cameg 
in busloads. Toledo, meanwhile, sold out two of its home;!; 
playoff games, including a throng of 5,378 at Tuesday night's ■■ 
3-2 series clincher. 
But what about the Columbus Clippers? Can they survive 
in a town where fans would rather tour High Street and the 
bars than watch minor league baseball? 
All preliminary indicatioans are good. Early this month, 
the Clippers had already sold 1,700 season tickets at $128 
apiece. 
General manager GeorgeSisler Jr., former International 
League president and son of the ex-maJor leaguer, claims the 
club has had the most successful pre-season in minor league 
history. He says the Clippers have already made 8250,000, 
enough to operate the team for the entire season. 
JET STADH.'M, a Junkyard two years ago, was bought by 
the city and refurbished to include 15,161 theater-type seats, 
20 major league private boxes and artificial turf. 
Is there a future for major league baseball in Columbus? 
Some say never. Franklin County Commissioner Harold 
Cooper disagrees. 
Washington, D.C., which still can't forget the Senators, is u 
shoe-in. New Orleans has a Superdome they can't fill. Denver 
is now major league in football, basketball and hockey. And 
Cooper feels Buffalo, Indianapolis and Columbus arc next In 
line. 
Improbable? Not really. Columbia's Franklin County 
Stadium can be enlarged to seat 30,000. Montreal suffered 
through Jerry Park and 30,000 capacity in its waning major 
league seasons. 
The Clippers home opener April 22 is a near-sellout. The 
town is excited. The only question which remains is whether 
they will sustain their interest. I'll go back to the gate. But 
how many others will? 
By Bob Renney 
Staff Reporter 
It would have been easy to 
quit. Pack-up and go home. 
After all. coach Bob GUI's 
netters had dropped five of 
their first six encounters and 
everybody on the team had 
lost more matches than they 
had won. 
But they didn't. 
Instead, the Falcons 
defeated Cincinnati, 
something they hadn't done 
for seven years. A loss to 
Eastern Kentucky followed, 
but the team bounced right 
back with a shutout victory 
over Eastern Illinois. Then 
came yet another loss, this 
time at the hands of a 
powerful Indiana State 
contingent last Saturday. 
TUESDAY, BG defeated 
Wayne State, 7-2. 
"We're at the point I want 
us to be at right now," GUI 
said. "We are at the 
crossroads of our season, 
we've lost a lot of close in- 
dividual matches that we 
must start winning." 
Against Wayne State, the 
Falcons won aU three 
doubles matches, 
highlighted by the comeback 
victory of Brian Huffer and 
Rob Dowling at the number 
two position. After dropping 
the Initial set 1-6, "Howling 
and Duffer" rallied to win 
the next two 6-1, 6-4, upping 
their season slate to 7-4. 
Completing the doubles 
sweep were Glenn Johnson 
and Tom Olson 6-3, 4-6, 6-4. 
and Steve Corey and Andy 
CantreU 6-2, 6-3. Winning In 
singles were Johnson 6-4,6-2, 
Huffer 6-0,6-1, Corey 44,6-1, 
6-2 and Sid Couling 6-2,6-3. 
"As a team we didn't play 
one of our better matches." 
GiU said. "Nobody played 
exceptionally weU, however 
our number three doubles 
team (Corey and CantreU) 
showed a little more poise." 
THE FALCONS will have 
to perform a little more 
efficiently If they hope to 
fare weU this weekend. 
Tomorrow they travel to 
face a powerful Notre Dame 
and Saturday they open the 
Mid-American Conference 
season against Northern 
Illinois. 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
TOll  f M » o m   10 p m 
1-800-438-5534 
Read the news 
Leasing for Summer 
Preferred Properties Company 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments - furnished and 
unfurnished - air conditioned - resident pays 
elec. & cablevision 
ALSO 
2 & 3 Bedroom Houses - efficiency apts. 
All Residents   have use of Bowling Green's only 
indoor swimming pool for use in all kinds of weather. 
Sun Bathing area adjoins Pool plus air conditioned 
game room 
Models Open 
Call for information 352-9378 
D.J. TALKS ABOUT WOOE 
COUNTY CYCLETHON 
SAT., APRIL23 
APPLICATIONS AT 
RODGERS QUAD. AND 
D.J.'S 
PRIZES INCLUDE: 
-USED PEUGEOT 
-SKATEBOARD 
-T-SHIRTS 
ALPHA TAU OMEGA 
OPEN RUSH 
7-9:30 Thursday 
Refreshments served. 
See what fraternity life is about 
ZBT 
Due to the tremendous response of our letters, 
we are holding a party lor all interested people. 
A ZBT National Representitive will be there to 
answer all questions. 
8 p.m. Friday Night 
Bring A Friend 
Rodgers ZBT 
Woo*ler 
D.J.'S SHOP 
USwMKMT 
352 9157   B.C. 
PARTY PARTY PARTY 
RUSH TAU KAPPA EPSILON 
WITH THE ALPHA GAAAM'S 
TONITE -- 7-10 pm WARMUP 
THEN UPTOWN AT THE TKE 
HOUSE INTERESTED MEN WELCOME 
S    PGHI1 DH3BEE00    * 
¥   for the campus elections 
I        on April 28, 1977. 
You 're Invited to our Friday Night 
Seafood Buffet 
Every Friday, from 5 to 10 p.m., come to the Stable 
Restaurant for a rich harvest of fresh and salt water 
delectable*, including: 
• Petite Rock Lobster Tails 
• Alaskan King Crab 
• Tender Whole Salmon 
• Chilled Cocktail Shrimp 
plus sea scallops, breaded clams and shrimp, 
homemade clam chowder and more • a total of 10 seafood 
entrees, of course, this includes the generous Holiday Inn 
salad bar with fresh fruit and our cheddar cheese wheel - 
and for you beef lovers - a steamship round of beef. 
ALL THIS 
FOR ONLY 
Q95 
* per person 
^ SWJA: 
Congratulations to *■•** new officers 
House Manager: Archon: 
Dave Hill 
Treasurer: 
Mike Thomas 
Secretary: 
Dave Burbridge 
Warden: 
Kevin Lofosky 
iODBBG 
SINGS THE 
BLUES 
Fri., 5:30,10:30 
Sat. 8:00 
$1.00 with ID 
Also Showing 
Mahofiany 
Fri. 8:15 
Sat 6:00,10:30 
|1.00 with ID 
Presentation 
Historian: 
Jim Tock 
Chaplin: 
Ian McKenzle 
IFC Rep: 
Croig Anderson 
IBBODOPQG 
- -.->.-.-.-.-,-.-.-.-.- 
Jeff Preg 
Social Chairman 
Rod Farihlng 
Pledge Trainer: 
Tom Gadus 
Rush Chairman: 
Bill Ragon 
¥ Sign up at 
* 405 Student Services 
¥ beginning this Thursday, 
J April 14 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
*.************.*** 
2SZc 
Ride to Help Others 
in the 
5th Annual 
WOOD COUNTY CYCLETHON 
Saturday. April 23 
8 a.m.- 1p.m. 
Course routes: 
Bowling Green 
Bowling Green State University 
Perrysburg Bloomdale 
Tontogany Elmwood High School 
Bradner Weston 
North Baltimore Grand Rapids 
Pemberville Bowling Green Youth Course 
r Sponsors:  Easter Seal Society of Wood  County} 
jj American Youth Hostels 
f For more Information: phone 352-1736 or 352-9157 
Forest Apt. 
9 mo. lease - 
$210 per cjtr. 
large apt. - lots of closets 
to Campus to Forest 
7:40 a.m. BllS Schedule    MMim. 
8:40 a.m. UW WirVHtwHV    „:C,No€ll 
9:40 a.m. 2:00 p.m. 
11:40 a.m. 3:00 p.m. 
1:40 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 
5:15 p.m. 10:00 p.m 
353-3641 
352-2276 
Management by 
Pendleton Realty 
319 E. Wooster St. 
I ^^J^J^^COUPON^^.^M^*! 
1 FREE Trip for Four Persons 
to Inspect FOREST APTS. 
Call for Pickup   353-3441 
I I I I J 
